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BAKE XPRESS
The World’s Only Multi-Product Micro-Bakery

Bake Xpress is the only vending machine in the world to offer a full menu of freshly-baked
pastries and meals like pizzas, pasta, and sandwiches. Sweet and savory artisan foods are partiallyprepared at a traditional bakery before being transferred to the Bake Xpress refrigeration unit.
At time of order, Bake Xpress uses robotic, sensor, and AI technology to select the appropriate
item, calibrate the combination smart oven based on the food’s custom baking profile, and
freshly-bake each item at time of purchase. The result is hot, fresh restaurant-quality food at any
time of day or night, and a significant upgrade to traditional vending options.

Innovative robotic technology
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Full menu of artisan foods

Freshly-baked at time of order

Available 24/7

A Look Inside Bake Xpress
Refrigerated Storage

EXTERNAL

Robotic Arm

with space for 68-96 items

selects item, scans barcode, and
delivers food to oven

Carousel
with adjustible shelves

Door

Food

opens to deliver
freshly-baked food

in barcoded boxes

Barcode
Tracks status to on-screen ordering and remote tracking software and
communicates custom baking profile to oven

A Full Menu of Meals & Pastries

Bake Xpress contains the technology to custom bake a wide variety of meals and pastries on
demand using a combination of microwave, infrared, and convection technology to replicate a true
restaurant or bakery experience. Machine operators can choose the menu items that will be most
popular with their customers.
Want to add your bakery’s own products? No problem! Simply adjust and capture the precise oven
settings via the on-screen or remote software and assign the new profile to your items via barcode.
Le Bread Xpress can even white label your machine so that you can appy your own branding to the
exterior!

Ideal for High-Traffic 24/7 Locations

Hotels

Transportation
Hubs

Universities

Manufacturing
Facilities

Offices

T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Combination smart oven
calibrated for each food item
with ideal settings for microwave,
convection, and infrared timing
and temperatures to perfectly
heat and crisp.

Exterior

55”W x 40”D x 75”H

Touchscreen

55” (diagonal)

Power
supply

220V Single Phase 50/60 Hz
18A - 30A (max)

Payment

NAYAX/VPOS Touch
Apple Pay, Android Pay

Plumbing

Not required

Exhaust

Not required

INTERNAL
Refrigerator
Capacity

68-96 items

Refrigerator
temperature

0-5° C

Oven

Combination
Infrared/Convection/
Microwave

Oven temp

Custom settings per item:
up to 400°F

TECHNOLOGY
Connection

5G/WiFi/Wired

Bar code

For inventory and baking
profile

Software

Cloud based tracking of
inventory and machine
operation

Sensor

10-15 temperature, pressure,
motion, and position sensors
monitor and calibrate
machine function

Robotics

For food selection and
delivery

FOOD
Shelf life

3-7 days

Food cost

$0.50 - $5.00/item

Food price

$4.00 - $8.00/item

Packaging

8x8x2” box

Baking

Individually calibrated and
communicated via barcode

Inventory

Remote tracking cloudbased software

Source

Natiowide supply network
or own items

Retail Sites

Hospitals

Stadiums
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